Electronic spatiotemporal image correlation improves four-dimensional fetal echocardiography.
To compare the efficiency of electronic spatiotemporal image correlation (eSTIC) with that of conventional STIC to acquire four-dimensional (4D) fetal cardiac volumes of diagnostic quality. This was a randomized controlled trial of 100 patients in mid-gestation with normal sonograms. In half of the cases, STIC volumes of the fetal heart were obtained with a conventional mechanical 4D probe and in the remaining cases eSTIC volumes were obtained with an electronic 4D probe. Examinations were kept within the timeframe allotted for a standard examination of fetal anatomy, and a maximum of two attempts were made at obtaining a 4D cardiac volume. Datasets were stored on a computer and subsequently analyzed and categorized as being of optimal, satisfactory or inadequate quality, depending on whether or not it was possible to perform an extended basic cardiac examination, including obtaining a three vessels and trachea view, as well as a clear reconstruction of both the aortic and ductal arches in the sagittal plane. The eSTIC volume datasets were more frequently of optimal or satisfactory diagnostic quality compared with conventional STIC (94% vs 76%, P < 0.0001). Failure to obtain an eSTIC volume of adequate quality was in all cases the consequence of an unfavorable position of the fetus. Compared with a standard mechanical probe, the electronic 4D probe facilitates acquisition of sonographic cardiac volumes in mid-trimester fetuses. In our hands, eSTIC volumes of optimal or satisfactory diagnostic quality, allowing a detailed offline evaluation of the fetal heart, were obtained in more than 90% of cases within the time frame of a standard examination of fetal anatomy. Copyright © 2017 ISUOG. Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.